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ABSTRACT:

As reasons-responsive agents, when we acquire or develop personal attachments, projects, or
commitments we become sensitive to new classes of reasons. My partiality towards those I
care about makes me (perhaps constitutively) sensitive to those reasons that bear on their
concerns. Commitments thus have dual aspects. The first aspect is sensitizing: our lives are
enriched by widening the scope of reasons to which we are responsive. But the other aspect
makes us vulnerable: the more things we are invested in, and the more their respective reasons
bear on us, the greater and wider the domain in which we are susceptible to loss or injury. In
this talk I argue that addiction is substantively bad because (in serious forms) it involves taking
on a commitment which (i) leaves little room for the sensitizing enrichment of other
commitments and (ii) itself manifests primarily by making addicts vulnerable. The addictive
pursuit is itself of little or no intrinsic value, yet it both elbows out other life-enriching activities
and demands a very high vulnerability-cost in return. I also argue that this way of thinking
about addiction illuminates the ways in which addiction can constitute an excusing condition on
moral responsibility: addicts have, by nature of their acquired vulnerabilities, impaired
capacities for responding to reasons for action.
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